SUPERSONIC BOUNCE, LLC
Delivery Rental Agreement
696 N 1000 E Bountiful, UT 84010

Client Name: _______________________________________________ Phone:___________________
Date of Event:___________
Location of Event: (address) ___________________________________
Time: From _____________ to ______________

Is the site [____] Indoors or [____] Outdoors?

Surface: _____gravel, _____ Grass______ Gym _____, Other
________________________________________________ (please explain)
How large is your site? Height ____________ Length ____________ Width _____________ (Toys are
very large)
Do you have access to power? [___] Yes [___] No. Will you need a Generator? [___] Yes [___] No?
I understand that an employee of Supersonic Bounce will come to set up and take down the inflatable
toy(s). The employee, however, WILL NOT stay on the premises for the entire rental time. If an
employee is needed to stay for the entire rental time there is a charge of $10 per hour in addition to the
rental price.
________________ (please initial)
What access will we have to get the inflatable from the trailer on the street to the desired destination? The
toys weigh up to 500 pounds.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
I, _________________________________ agree to rent the following toys _________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
For $ ______________________.
I have, or my company has, sufficient insurance to cover individuals and property in the event of an injury
or and accident by participants during the event _______(please initial)
I have read and signed the Event Waiver and it is attached ______ (please initial)
A deposit of 20% of the total rental price is required to hold a reservation. Acceptable payments are credit
cards, cash or Pay Pal.
Signature: _________________________________________________ Date: ____ /____ /____

POLICIES
Food/Drink: Absolutely no food or drink is allowed on/in the inflatable toys.
Payment: A twenty percent deposit is required to hold a date. Deposits may be returned
if an event is canceled seven full days prior to an event. Payment in full must be received
on or before the day of the actual event. Renters can pay by credit/debit card, cash or
Pay Pal. Credit/Debit may be paid online at www.supersonicbounce.com (see our pay
pal option)
Cancellation: If an event is canceled less than 7 full days prior to an event the deposit is
non-refundable. If a rental is cancelled due to weather conditions the deposit may be
refunded or transferred to a new booking. Supersonic Bounce reserves the right to decide
if weather conditions are safe.
Legal Group Representative: The legal group representative (person who signed the
rental agreement) or a person so designated, must be on site at all times. The legal group
representative is responsible for selecting a suitable area for set up and take down so as to
insure property damage does not occur. The legal group representative is responsible for
providing supervision at all times to insure safety of participants and prevent damage to
the inflatable toy(s). A printed version of the safety rules will be available. If the legal
group representative would like Supersonic bounce to provide an employee to supervise
the entire event a $10 per hour will be charged in addition to the rental cost.
Weather: The safe operation of equipment is severely compromised if rain is steady.
The toys may be temporarily shut down during heavy rain and until each toy can be
sufficiently dried. The safe operation of equipment is even more dangerous in wind.
Toys will be closed temporarily and deflated in case of high winds deemed unsafe.
Participant Conduct: Participants are asked to follow the rules at all times. Individuals
will be warned and then dismissed if they fail to follow the direction of Supersonic
Bounce staff or event Volunteers. Supersonic Bounce has the right to terminate an event
if they determine a group is in non-compliance with the safety rules. No refunds will be
provided in such cases.
Physical Limitations: Supersonic Bounce may limit or refuse use of toys to persons they
feel are physically unfit to use the toys without probable injury.
Event waivers Event waivers must be filled out and signed by all participants

I HAVE READ AND AGREE TO ABIDE BY ALL OF THE POLICIES STATED
ABOVE. _____________ (Please initial)

Supersonic Bounce, LLC
Event Waiver
Client’s Name: ___________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
Event Date: ________________
Phone/cell: _____________________e-mail address:______________________________
I understand and acknowledge that the activity to be engaged in through my (or child)
participation on inflatable and/or interactive game(s) brings with it both known and unanticipated
risks to myself. Those risks include, but are not limited to falling, slipping, crashing, and colliding
and could result in injury, illness, disease, emotional distress, death and/or property damage to
myself or my guests and environment.
I voluntarily release, indemnify, hold harmless and discharge Supersonic Bounce, from any and
all liability, claims, demands actions or rights of actions, whether personal to me or to a third
party which are related to, arise out of or are in any way connected with my participation on the
unit(s) including those allegedly attributable to negligent acts or commissions. I agree to
reimburse any reasonable attorney’s fees and costs that may be incurred by Supersonic Bounce in
the defense of any such liability claim, demand, action, or right action.
In the event that I file a cause of action against Supersonic Bounce, I agree to do so solely in the
state of Utah, and I further agree that the substantive law of that state shall apply in that action
without regard to the conflict rules of that state. I agree that if any portion of this agreement is
found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining portion shall remain in full force and effect.
I acknowledge that I (or my legal guardian) have adequate homeowner’s insurance, tenant
insurance, or other liability insurance to cover my bodily injury or property damage which might
occur to myself, my guests, or my invitees from the use of the unit(s) I am participating on, and I
agree to bear the costs of such injury or damage myself.
I acknowledge and certify that I have had sufficient opportunity to read this entire
document and understand its content and that I execute it freely, intelligently, and without
duress of any kind and agree to be bound to its terms.
PARTICIPANT

NAME (PRINTED CLEARLY)
X_____________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE

DATE

Supersonic Bounce LLC Basic Safety
Instructions
A minimum of one responsible adult must be supervising
each inflatable at all times.
NO Shoes on inflatables.
No climbing on outside walls of inflatables.
Enter and exit the ride at the appropriate enterance and
exit.
Children and adults enter the rides one at a time.
Lightweight children and heavy children/adults do not
jump on bounce houses or inflatables at the same time.
No one over 100 pounds alowed on kiddie rides.
If heavy wind or wind gusts arise, inflatable must be
deflated.

I have read and understand all the safety instructions.
_______________________________________________
Print Name

Signature

Date

